Reflex swallowing elicited by electrical stimulation in obstructive sleep apnea patients: A preliminary study.
This study tested whether electrical stimulation of the pharyngeal mucosa is able to induce reliably the swallowing reflex in awake and asleep obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) patients, and whether the induced reflexes affect the sleep variables. In addition, the latency, occurrence, and morphology of swallows were evaluated. Eight patients received an esophageal catheter that was used on three consecutive nights for electrical stimulation and manometric recordings. The electrical stimulation proved itself safe, but its efficiency in inducing swallows sank from 80.0 % in awake to 37.4 % in sleeping subjects and was lowest in the sleep stage N3. The swallowing reflex was triggered with a mean latency of 3.69 ± 0.70 s, was predominantly induced in the hyperventilation phase, and had no significant effect on the subject's sleep variables. These findings indicate that electrical stimulation can more effectively trigger the swallowing reflex while the subjects are awake than during sleep without showing remarkable clinical benefits in terms of apnea-hypopnea index (AHI) improvement.